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Rational Approximation to eL with Negative Zeros and IPoles 
D. J. NEWV~AN* 
The problem of approximating CJ’ has long been a popular one. Assessing 
the order of approximation by polynomials was already considered by 
Bernstein, and of late many authors have treated the corresponding cluestion 
for r~itiottNlJjtrlcti0n.v. 
Just recently Saff and Reddy asked, respectively, about polynomial and 
rational function approximation to e”’ when the zeros and poles are restricted 
to the negative axis. These are the questions we treat in this paper. We 
determine the exact order for the case of polynomials while we only obtain 
rather crude bounds for the rational case. These bounds. however, do 
establish the qualitative facts that (A) rational approximation is ,fur hrttel 
than polynomial approximation, and (B) the restriction on the zeros and 
poles does make the approximation&r HYVSC. 
For convenience we work with the interval [0, i] although any other finite 
interval could have been used. Our precise statements are 
‘THEOREM I. (1) ; es - ( 1 + (.~/n))~ j .< 2/n on IO, I]. 
(II) If degp(x) E< II ar~u’ p(x) has all real zeros then at one of the three 
points 0, i? or 1 we must hate : ez - p(.~)’ > II 17~. 
THEOREM 2. (I). There i.~ a rutionctl fkwtion, R(x), of total degree n 
huring negrrtice integers for zeros and poles and such that, throughout [0, I], 
! p.’ - R(-y)! -; n-cmn (c u fixed positire coflslftnt ). 
(I I) These is no rational function, r(x), of total degree n hacing rzegutke 
zeros and poles and such that, throughout [0, I], j P” - r(.x)l .-: 512-11. 
As we predicted above Theorem 2(I) compared to Theorem l(11) shows 
(A), the superiority of rational over polynomial approximation, while 
Theorem 2(11) compared to the fact that xi_,, (Y;/k!) lies within l//z! of P 
shows (B), that the negativivity condition does indeed worsen the 
approximation. 
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Proofqf Thwre171 l(1). Thk is a standard exercise. We have 
so that 
by the alternating series theorem. Hence, indeed 
Proof of Theorem I (I I ). 
LEMMA. Suppose deg p(x) -:I n, p(s) bus all real rrros, and p(s) ’ 0 on 
[a, 61, thm (~(4) l, I( is concaw on [a, b]. 
Prooj: We writep(x) =- c nn (x ’ :I) and differentiate twice, obtaining 
But (C (I/(X -I- x))’ I n x, (I/(.\- -t u)~) by Schwarz’ inequality so that 
indeed (pr!‘#)” 0. 
We may assume that n ‘-. I, and we suppose that at 0. $. I, I c’ -~ p(.v): .’ F 
so that p(0) . 1 -- E. p(h) < e1/e E C: ‘l”/(l ~ E). p( 1) *--I c - E ..% c( I ~ E). 
Hence (p(O)j’ ’ 2(p(3)j1 I’ .) (p(l))r/‘* (,1;2n(] ~.. E)lln [cl,"2,i [, 1'2,1 
2/(1 -- # “1 and the left-hand side is nonpositive, by our lemma. Hence 
l/(1 ~- ,)Pn), cosh(l/2n) > 1 I (l/87?), and so l/(1 -~~ E) _, (I (l!8n”))‘l L 
.:: 1 + (l/1677) which gives E ;, I,!(1677 -1. I) .’ l/l777 as required. 
For both halves of Theorem 2 we use the formula, 
which is proved, e.g., by partial, fractions (or via the B-function). 
Proof of Theorem 2(l). In F write Nit for s, t in [0, l] and obtain 
171! I"'!$ II? 1 
(N -I- t)(N ; 37) ... (N -; 777t) - jji', 
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so that integration from 0 to I in [0, I] yields 
We now choose N - 1.c.m. {I, 2. 3,.... nr: and conclude that the rational 
function 
approximates P’* to within Anr!/Nf’/. From prime number theory it is known, 
for n? _ I, that enm < N < yBTn, CL /3 fixed positive constants. Hence, since 
deg R(x) ::I 2”iV this degree can be kept z< n while choosing uz > ‘y log n. 
This done allows the error estimate : An7!/Nw’ < e 8TJL2 < c-~(*~%~~)” as required. 
Pyoqfof TI?eorem 2(11). Here we use formula F in quite a different way. 
Set in s -- 177 -_ mt, integrate to obtain 
and note that, for u > 0, this right side is bounded by 
(2iY) I, 
dt 2 
----=---. 
(1 + (lj2)p.l 
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Also. using formula F with s = m gives Cy (--I)” (yi)(m/(k -: IV)) = l/(2,;;) . 
Now suppose that we did have a rational function Y(S), I.(X) = e-” n:-, 
(1 .!- XU$~, E? = d-1, ui ,> 0, such that j P:“ .- V(X)/ < E. Thus we would have 
c .-- c:‘_, Ef LO&( 1 $- .wi) -;- x +?T E and, in particular, c .-- & l , log(l -I- 
(m/(m + k)) ui) + (m/(m + k)) < 6 for li == 0, I,..., 171. Now apply dfn to 
both sides. By our two previous estimates we obtain 
Finally, choosing n? = 3n yields 
Q.E.D. 
